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Creative Spaces for Creative Communities

At Creative Paths CIC we believe that everyone should have access to the right space,
support, and tools to enjoy the benefits of creativity in their lives.

The spaces and environments that we live in, the objects and decorations we surround
ourselves with all have a direct effect on our mood, activities, and wellbeing.

The aim of this toolkit created by artist Ella Holden is to encourage greater creative 
activity and small creative changes to your care home environment. This will increase
the spirit of a Creative Community within your home and provoke imagination,
enjoyment and creativity for your residents.

We have five creative themes to explore in this pack, each theme will have easy creative
makes, ideas, resources and tips to transform your care home into a Creative
Community.

Nurture – Activity that supports residents to participate in nurturing and caring
activities such as growing plants, animal care and friendships.

Play – Activity that is fun and enjoyable, that promote freedom and expression such as
music making, expressive dance and movement, sensory play, role and character play.

Create – Activities that lead to a creative outcome such as craft, art, sculpture, a poem
or story.

Relax – Activity that provides relaxation such as meditation, sound gardens, zen
activities, yoga, optical stimulus, aromatherapy, and sensory stimulus.

Celebrate – Activities that celebrate life, people, events, and achievements.

We hope you find the ideas and resources that we have created for you engaging and
useful and that they inspire a wider Creative Community in your care home for your
residents, staff, relatives, friends and neighbours.

I look forward to seeing what you make and do!

Karyn Stavert - Creative Director - Creative Paths (EM) CIC
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"Celebration wears many different outfits, but she
always wears the same beautiful dancing shoes."

Mary Ann Radmacher



Everyone likes a celebration and we thought we would include a celebratory aspect to
the Creative Communities pack. Our celebration ideas are a little different to the things
we may usually celebrate in a care home, such as festivals, birthdays and special days.
These events are already done with such imagination and flair by care home staff and
activity coordinators that we thought we would provide you with some ideas for
something else to celebrate.......humankind! 

The activities in this pack all encourage creativity and discussion on our greatest
achievements science, space travel and activism for positive change.

We will creatively explore looking outward to the universe, through travelling to the
moon, to inwards and the discovery of DNA, and what makes up the fabric of life...... we
are after all 60% banana!

We have a discussion resource on woman in history who all contributed something
positive to how we live our lives today. Women that innovated in fashion, politics, 
 activism, and made scientific discoveries that have changed medicine. They were not
all perfect, but what they all did in some way was make the world a little better.

Create a 'Discussion table', use some of our ideas or you could discuss with your
residents what achievements they believe should be celebrated. The table could be
populated with your creations and supplemented with photographs and books found
from you and your resident's own research.

Find out from your residents what personal achievements they have, this could be
celebrated in a display or ceremony. You could even make your own certificates. The
achievements do not need to be big things, it could be raising a family, perhaps they
make a great apple pie or did a good deed for others! Whatever it is make sure you
celebrate it! We all deserve to be celebrated once in while.
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Acrylic or poster paint.
Black or white paper
Balloons
A large piece of cardboard
Sequins or other
decorations
Glue
Hole Punch
Ribbon or string
Scissors

You will need:

One of man's greatest accomplishments is
achieving space travel. Fill your celebration
space with pictures of the planet and remind
your participants to reach for the stars.

Instructions:

1.Cut out the stars and circles from the
template and place on your piece of paper.
2.Blow up a balloon to around the size of a
hand.
3.Put out a large amount of each colour you
want to use on a flat piece of cardboard.
4. Twist the balloon slowly in each colour to let
them mix slightly.

Celebrate
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4. Perform the same action on your piece
of paper.
5. Remove the blockers to show the black
shapes in the paint.
6. Once it is dry, decorate. You can use
the blockers to make smaller planets in
the distance.
7. Water down some white paint and
create start by flicking a paint brush over
the paper.

Celebrate
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1.Once your balloon planets are dry cut them
out.
2. Stick two together back to back and
decorate them if you wish.
3. Punch a hole in the top of your planet. If
you are making a mobile, repeat this action
with your other planets, punching a both in
the top and bottom for the middle planets.
4. Using curling ribbon or string to tie the
planets together.
5. Display them in your celebration space!

Celebrate
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Galaxy Templates
Print off these shapes and cut them out to
create different silhouettes in your planets.
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Famously known as 'The Lady with the Lamp',
Florence Nightingale redefined nursing and
patient care and saved countless lives in the
process. She was also a fantastic
mathematician. These lamps will create a great
visual focus and key talking point for your
celebration space.

Coloured Paper
Scissors
A stapler or double sided tape.

You will need:

Instructions:
1.For the outside of the lamp. Take a
sheet of A4 and fold it length-ways in
half.
2. Draw evenly spaced lines from the
centre fold. Stop around 5 cm before
the edge.
3. Cut along these lines to create a
fringe.

Celebrate
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4. Put this to one side while you create the
centre
5. Take your red sheet of paper and cut at least
3cm from the long edge. 
6.  Cut flame shapes frame the yellow and
orange paper and stick down just below the
centre of red paper.
7. Turn this paper into a cylinder.  
8. Take your outer sheet and turn it inside 
out. Wrap it around the inner tube. Tape or
staple into place.
9. Cut three strips of contrasting paper. Secure
two to the top and bottom of the lantern. Take
the third and create a handle by securing one
end in the top of the lantern, then repeating this
action on the opposite side.

Celebrate
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1.Take two pipe cleaners of the same colour
and length.
2.  Cut 3-4 pipe cleaners in half. These will
create the bars across your helix.
3. Fold the shorter pipe cleaner around one of
the longer pieces and twist into place.
4. Place the other long paper cleaner inside the
shorter one.

DNA was first discovered 1868 by a Swiss
scientist named Friedrich Miescher. This is
a great way to brighten your space and
begin discussions celebrating scientific
achievements across the centuries.

Pipe Cleaners
Beads
Scissors

You Will Need:

Celebrate
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5. Add beads to both the front and back pieces
of the shorter pipe cleaner. 
6. Twist the open end of the shorter pipe
cleaner to keep in in place.
7. Repeat this 5-6 times, to create a 'ladder'. 
8. For security wrap two more pipe cleaners
down the outer edges, making sure you go
over where you have twisted the bars into
place.
9. Take one end of the 'ladder' in each hand
and twist into a spiral shape.
10. Display one of the worlds greatest
discoveries in your celebration space!

Celebrate
DNA Fiddle StickDNA Fiddle Stick
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Women of history
Women have played a huge role in
scientific, technological and political
development across the world.
Celebrate the different women of
history with this fun fact file.

Print off the following images to see
how many woman your participants
recognise, follow this by having a group
discussion about their achievements.

Cardboard X-rays.
Pair this with the Youtube video of Marie
Curie to start an interesting discussion
about human achievement.

https://www.theempowerededucatoronlin
e.com/2014/10/childrens-cardboard-x-
ray-tablet.html/

Celebrate
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Jane Austen
Jane Austen was born in 1775 in
Hampshire, England.
Austen was a bright child, and she
began writing when she was just
12 years old.
Austen is the author of 7 novels:
Sense and Sensibility, Pride and
Prejudice, Mansfield Park. Emma,
Northanger Abbey, Persuasion.
Austen came from a large family
with 8 children.
Austen was educated by her
father, George Austen.
She  published her books
anonymously.

Florence Nightingale
Florence Nightingale was born in
Florence, on 12th May 1820.
 On 4th November 1854, Florence
Nightingale arrived in the city of
Constantinople, to help with the
Crimean War. Where she made
changed to the sanitary conditions of
the local hospital.
Florence Nightingale was convinced
that all nurses should be trained, in
1860 she set up the Nightingale
Training School at St Thomas’
Hospital, London
From 1861 to 1865, Florence gave
advice on how best to care for
soldiers wounded in the American
Civil War.



Marie Curie
Marie Sklodowska was born in
Warsaw on 7 November 1867
In July 1898, Marie Curie and her
husband Pierre announced their
discovery of chemical element,
polonium
She was the first woman to win two
Nobel Prizes, one in 1903 and
another in 1911.
The Curie's research was crucial in
the development of x-rays in surgery.
During World War One she helped to
equip ambulances with x-ray
equipment. 

Emmeline Pankhurst
Emmeline Pankhurst was born 14
June 1928.
In 1908–09 Pankhurst was jailed
three times, once for issuing a leaflet
calling on the people to “rush the
House of Commons.”
With the outbreak of  World War I,
she called off the suffrage campaign,
and the government released all
suffragist prisoners.
In 1926 she was
chosen  Conservative  candidate for
an east London constituency.
In 1918, a law was passed which
allowed women over the age of 30
the right to vote.



She was born in France in 1883 as
Gabrielle Bonheur.
When Coco was 12, her mother died
from tuberculosis and her father sent
her to an orphanage.
During the First World War she
pioneered the idea of using jersey to
create clothing, before this been used
only for men’s underwear.
Her most famous product is Chanel
No. 5.
She dated a Nazi officer, during the
Nazi occupation of France, Hans
Gunther Von Dincklage and was
accused of Nazi collaboration.

Coco Chanel

Claudia Jones

She was born in Belmont, Port-of-
Spain, Trinidad in 1915.
For over 30 years she lived in New
York and was an active member of
the American Communist party
In 1955 she was deported from
the US and given asylum to live in
England.
Claudia Jones founded the Notting
Hill carnival in 1959
She founded and edited The West
Indian Gazette which was crucial in
the fight for equal opportunities
for black people.



What is your greatest
achievement?
Who is your hero?
How many human
achievements can you think
of?
Do you think we will live on
other planets?
What is the greatest thing
Britain has done?

Over the centuries the human
race has defied the odds and
achieved great things. This is
worth celebrating every day. We
have climbed Everest, walked on
the moon, changed genetics and
so much more.

Suggested Discussion Topics:
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What makes a good personal
accomplishment?

Lets celebrate each other!
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Videos
Nasa Count Down
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRGeLQkWuYk
The Moon Landing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwZb2mqId0A
Marie Curie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFjGrVVXuvU

Florence Nightingale Quiz
https://go4quiz.com/731/florence-nightingale-trivia-quiz-questions-
answers
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_ZIjA9WLvw
Notting Hill Carnival - History

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRGeLQkWuYk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwZb2mqId0A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFjGrVVXuvU
https://go4quiz.com/731/florence-nightingale-trivia-quiz-questions-answers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_ZIjA9WLvw



